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This issue sums up not the only the previous one month, but two of them, July
and August, the months of summer vacation. During these months, there were only
two clubs going on in the GYE office, fitness club led by the British volunteer, Elliott,
and Travellers Club, led by the Polish volunteer, Anna. All the energy of GYE team was
focused on youth exchanges and trainings which took place at the Scout House in Rustavi or in Phona ECO village which is located in the Kakheti region.
To look back at what GYE accomplished this summer, it would be very easily to
identify Phona a GYE greatest success. There is really visible progress at the campsite,
the gap between what it's supposed to be and what the reality is, continues to grow
smaller and smaller. Now it's a proper camping site with all comfort that one should
have for such an occasion (keep in mind it’s a campsite not the Holiday Inn).
In August GYE, hosted twelve short-term volunteers from Slovakia and France.
Most of the time, they lived and worked in Phona. They focused their energy on attaining the campsite’s goal of being ecologically friendly. This issue shifted a lot as well and
Phona is slowly becoming ecologically sustainable. To learn more about what volunteers did specifically, turn to page 6.
While we had a lot of important gains, we also had one loss. In August, Edita,
our Lithuania volunteer left to continue her studies in Germany. In GYE she organized
a lot of cooperative events beside her main occupation, German club and Human
Rigts/Equality Club. GYE wishes her the best in both her personal and professional
life. Edita, keep your sense of fair play and your passion for all the things your are
working on. Thank you for your hard work!
This month, September 2014, marks the last month for all the other EVS volunteers who came in October 2013 and April 2014. GYE would also like to thank them for
coming and teaching us about their culture and learning about Georgian culture.
Finally, the last note for you before jumping into this issue of Bulldozer, pertains
to the editing team of Bulldozer. Eva, who is an EVS volunteer, is leaving as well, so
this is the last Bulldozer issue she is working on. But Christine, a Peace Corp Volunteer,
is staying another ten months, and Achiko, a GYE employee has agreed to be main editor, so don't worry, the Bulldozer will continue to be released.
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CAMPING THE BEST, FORGET THE REST
PHONA (12-22 JULY 2014)
An international youth exchange “Camping
the Best, Forget the Rest” within the frame of
“Youth in Action” (YiA) was organized by Georgian
Youth for Europe and took place in Rustavi and in
Phona village, Georgia. The youth exchange involved 42 participants from seven participant countries: Azerbaijan (“Yaddash” Enlightener Youth Social Union) , Estonia (NGO Headeast), Georgia
(Georgian Youth for Europe), Germany (Christliches
Jugenddorfwerk Deutschlands e.V.), Latvia
(Vecpiebalga Youth Center “Balgas Strops”), Poland
(Stowarzyszenie DAKATO) and Ukraine (NGO
“Ukrainian Youth Center”).
The arrival day of the participants in Rustavi
was used for getting to know each other through numerous ice-breaking games that were followed by an
intercultural evening, rich in songs, dances and
country-specific cuisine from all seven participant
countries. The coming days where spent in the
camping place next to Phona in Kakheti region. The
main focus of the exchange was to raise awareness
of physical outdoor activities – sports, hiking and
orientation games – as well as to experience living
outdoors in environmentally-friendly, relaxed and
summery hot surrounding.
One of the days was dedicated to national
sports. First of all, the participants presented their
national sports, physical activities that are most
popular in their daily life, and the most famous
sportsmen and sportswomen. Later on, it was time
not only to listen but also to get involved actively in
the international world of sports. And so, the participants learned very entertaining games like
women-carrying from Estonia to check how fast

men can run with women on their shoulders; wall-towall from Ukraine to test which “wall” was stronger;
dodge ball that apparently is known in almost all
European countries and is known in Azerbaijan as
the “blind chicken”. The next day was spent by organizing and playing Olympic games of the camp and
the volleyball championship. To be clear, the Olympic games were quite different than people normally
understand the Olympics to be: after brainstorming,
the participants developed activities like races while
jumping in bags and various games with eggs.
The upcoming days were filled with nice surprises. For example, the refreshing Lagodekhi waterfall that was reached after a quite tiring hiking tour
through the amazing national park, a night orientation game nearby the camping site and, of course, the
hike to Sameba church in Kazbegi. The participants
also attended the activity that gave them the possibility to develop their navigation skills. Furthermore,
they learnt to measure the distance with simple
methods and had the task to draw a map of the camp
surroundings by themselves using the knowledge
from the previous activity. The last activity, and the
highlight of the camp, was organizing Community
day, where the participants used the toolbox with activities and games that was developed during the first
days of the camp.
All in all, the youth exchange was an opportunity to gain insight into different approaches to outdoor activities, to reflect on one's own attitude towards sports and living outdoors and to improve
some survival skills – and this while being permanently surrounded by songs in different languages
that gave the youth exchange the intercultural and
never-again to be repeated feel that we always look
for.
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CREATING EXPERIENCE
There was an international training course from 17th to 23th July in one of the most beautiful
landscapes of the Kakheti region, village Phona. For most of us the very well know place and this
time it was meeting point for young potential leaders and trainers from Slovakia, Czech republic, Armenia and of course Georgia. The whole program was organized by Slovak NGO Plusko but participating were groups from FYCA (The federation of Youth Clubs of Armenia), Prague by Night from
Czech Republic and GYE (Georgian Youth for Europe).
Was it all about games? No, behind every game we discovered more. There is nothing wrong
about playing around if you can also know how to show young people their potential and awaken desire to discover new things. Therefore „Plusko“ brought some methods of experiential education,
shared some theory about goal, breaking barriers in group, teamwork, how to reach beyond the limits, to develop knowledge, skills, attitude, dramaturgy of game, creativity, logical thinking and much
more.
We started every day with exercises, energetic music and a morning smile. Each day had a different schedule but we combined theory and games the whole time. We experienced a bit of culture
in one national evening with quizzes and food, and we combined fear and fun during the night
games, nature while camping, sharing though evaluation, and definitely lots of new friendships. We
absolutely gained experience and knowledge, which we collected in book, where small groups invented, presented , and played their own games on the last
day of training.
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YOUTH ON BOARD
YO UT H EX C HA N G E ON ROA D S AF ET Y
AUG US T 1 0 T H — 1 9 T H , RUS TAV I
Text by Megi Ergemlidze, participant of the project
The Georgian team had a meeting before the project and
for that time it was already clear that most interesting week ever
was waiting for us. Georgians, Italians, Estonians, Belgians and Spaniards in one project, just
imaging it was wonderful…
On the first breakfast we were strangers to each other, but by the last we were close
friends. According to the program; we had Georgian national evening on our first day. We didn’t
have much time to prepare that evening but it was enough time for me to analyze: such evenings’
main goal is to introduce Georgia to foreigners, and it compels you to fall in love with your country more and more.
The following days the rest of the countries
had national evenings, so we had a chance to taste
Belgian chocolate and beer, Italian pasta, learn
Spanish and Estonian dances, and sing their songs.
Also, short videos introduced us to each country’s
nature, culture, and politics. To cut a long story
short, “Youth on board” displayed an amazing variety of culture.
Besides culture, the project was full of interesting activities, such as first aid, green energy and of course, safety on roads. Road safety was
our main topic. We discussed our countries’ situations, found out problems and shared our ideas
about how to solve them. After we had seen a few video clips, we began to record ours in order to
inform people. As it is said ,“Strength is in unity” , in the end, instead of one, we made several
videos. Thhe video clips were about all types of problems: drunk drivers, animals on the streets,
and riding without helmets. Watch our videos on GYE’s YouTube channel.
During this one week, we did so many things that I can’t write them all down. Now we
have more knowledge and friends. We had secret friends and a gossip box. We had excursions
and we created videos to raise awareness about serious topics.
Our foreign friends were impressed by the beauty of
Kazbegi and Tbilisi, by Georgian food and songs. The most
popular song was “Mtvare”, they were singing it all time. And
at last, on August 19, we had saddest farewell in
the world. We left Georgia and in the end we all
returned to our normal life. But after “Youth on
board” we are more educated, motivated and our
hearts are full of love.
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FIGHTING DISCRIMINATION WITH VIDEOS
AUG US T 2 0 T H — 3 0 T H
Discrimination is a problematic issue now,
as much as ever before. It’s about this topic that
young people decided to meet for ten days in the
International Scout Center
Rustavi (ISCR) for a Youth
Exchange: Fighting discrimination with videos. 34 people
from Croatia, France and
Georgia participated in workshops. They also shared
their experiences in teams
to make videos. Because discrimination can be about different
topics,
teams
focused on
working on 4 of them:
religion, physical aspects,

homophobia and employment discrimination.
Before starting to shoot and to edit, participants had the opportunity to receive some
technical lessons. Even
if it was sometimes difficult to involve everyone in the team work,
speaking in English
with one another was
definitely a good experience for participants. They were able
to exchange information about national culture, about all kinds of
discrimination and to create original videos
with the help of a cameraman and professional
material. If you are interested in the result,
check our playlist on You Tube .

MOVE MORE, LIVE LONGER
AUGUST 12 T H — 19 T H
This outdoor youth exchange, supported by French
National Agency, took place in Kakheti Region, Phona.
The topic was popular sports and Olympic Games, the ancient tool for gathering people. The Organizations involved in the project were Pistes Solidaires Méditerrané
(applicant) - Marseile, France, Associazione di Promozione Sociale Joint- Milano, Italy, League of Youth Voluntary Service-Minsk, Belarus and Association
Georgian Youth for Europe, 7 participants from per organization. This project was full of different
interesting activities, participants had chance to share their cultures and get to know local traditions
with tours to the wine cellar and an intercultural evening. The greatest portion of the games was an
official opening of the Olympic Games, simulation of old Greek traditional costumes, real horses and
bringing real fire to the new countries (mixed groups) with their flags, anthems and
n a m e s
c r e a t e d
b y
t h e
p a r t i c i p a n t s .
Participants were amazed also by the night game in the forest and small canyon. We
want to thank all participants for the nice mood and motivation, which
they’ve brought to the project :)
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AUGUST SHORT TERM EVS:
ECO STYLE — BE PREPARED!
In August 2014, Association Georgian Youth for
Europe hosted an amazing group of short term EVS volunteers with 12 participants from Slovakia and France.
The sending organizations were “Mladiinfo Slovensko” from Slovakia and “Tambor Battant” from
France. This project went very well and the participants
spent — hopefully —an unforgettable time in Georgia, as
from the very beginning they become close friends
among each other and with local mentors as well.
Project was divided into two parts, the volunteers spent the first half of the month in
Rustavi city organizing different outdoor activities for the local youth (for example Interna-
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LONG TERM EVS VOLUNTEERS FINISH PROJECT

This year GYE hosted 7
long term volunteers
Spain,

Slovakia,

France, England,

from

Poland,

guage clubs . Through out the
year the promoted GYE by organizing

Internationally rec-

Germany,

ognized awareness day and as-

and the Czech Republic. With

sisted staff in implementing

their help, GYE offered an or-

youth exchanges.

ganized and consistent after-

happy to host

school program for GYE mem-

teers . Good luck! In your fu-

bers. Everyday of the week for

ture endeavors!

8 months during the school
year,

the

EVS

volunteers

planned and delivered lan-

GYE was

these volun-
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FALL AND WINTER 2014 CLUBS AND ACTIVITIES
The following clubs will be offered at
least twice a week. All clubs will begin October
13th and will end December 12th.










Spanish Club
Human Rights Club
Healthy Lifestyle Club
English for Beginners
English Conversation
Russian Club
IT Club
Movie Club
Art Club

These activities will be offered periodically also starting in October.








Hiking
City Games
Night Games
Parties
Eco Workshops
Art Workshops
Business English Course

Additionally we will organize a series of
Winter Camps from December through February.
Look out for information advertising
these activities. There will be limited spaces
and you must register to attend.

ARE YOU A

GYE

MEMBER?

If you are interested in leading a
club or being a participant? If so, come and
register to be a GYE member.
Contact achiko@gye.ge for details.
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CHECK OUT GYE ON YOUTUBE GYE
Although GYE has had a youtube
page for quite some time, recently, GYE volunteers and the youth exchange participants
have really updated the site. There are a
number of great videos that you should see,
not just because they’re creative, but also to

chronicle the work that GYE and its partners
have done together this year.
Go ahead check us out….
You know you want to!

ASSOCIATION “GEORGIAN YOUTH FOR EUROPE”
Georgian Youth For Europe is an non-governmental organization that was established
on the 25th of December 2006. The organization is based in Rustavi City, in the Kvemo Kartli
Region of Eastern Georgia.
GYE promotes learning through peer-education training and workshops on art and management; healthy lifestyles by organizing outdoor activities, hobby clubs, first aid courses; democratic principles by offering work shops on human rights; environmentally-conscious behavior by raising public awareness about environmental issues through yard clean-up campaigns,
after-school programs on environmental problems.

Georgian Youth for Europe
Rustavi 3700 Georgia
georgianyouth@gmail.com
www.gye.ge
Facebook
EVS Rustavi Blog
Youtube

Bulldozer Editors-December
2013-September 2014:
Christine Robinson and
Eva Čajková

